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SUMMARY
The cytoplasmic ATPase SecA and the membrane-embedded SecYEG channel assemble to form the Sec
translocase. How this interaction primes and catalytically activates the translocase remains unclear. We
show that priming exploits a nexus of intrinsic dynamics in SecA. Using atomistic simulations, smFRET,
and HDX-MS, we reveal multiple dynamic islands that cross-talk with domain and quaternary motions. These
dynamic elements are functionally important and conserved. Central to the nexus is a slender stem through
which rotation of the preprotein clamp of SecA is biased by ATPase domain motions between open and
closed clamping states. An H-bonded framework covering most of SecA enables multi-tier dynamics and
conformational alterations with minimal energy input. As a result, cognate ligands select preexisting confor-
mations and alter local dynamics to regulate catalytic activity and clamp motions. These events prime the
translocase for high-affinity reception of non-folded preprotein clients. Dynamics nexuses are likely universal
and essential in multi-liganded proteins.
INTRODUCTION

Protein machines handle replication, transcription, and unwind-

ing of nucleic acids or folding, disaggregation, degradation, and

secretion of polypeptides (Avellaneda et al., 2017; Flechsig and

Mikhailov, 2019; Kurakin, 2006). Such machines are commonly

autoinhibited and become activated by their partner subunits

and polymeric substrates and then spend energy to remodel

the latter. Their function exploits intrinsic dynamics that span

multiple time regimes (Henzler-Wildman et al., 2007; Yang

et al., 2014).

Unique to each protein, dynamics describe combined relative

motions of protomers/subunits (hereafter ‘‘quaternary’’), tertiary

motions within a single chain (‘‘global’’), and relative ‘‘domain’’

and ‘‘local’’ motions (e.g., loss or displacement of secondary

structure elements, hinges, or loops, and fluctuations of interac-

tions between amino acids). Intrinsic dynamics usually underlie

allosteric interactions; however, their regulation or coupling to

function remains unclear (Bhabha et al., 2015; Loutchko and

Flechsig, 2020; Zhang et al., 2020).

Here, we studied the four-domain DEAD box helicasemember

SecA, which chaperones and translocates bacterial secretory
846 Structure 29, 846–858, August 5, 2021 ª 2021 Elsevier Ltd.
polypeptides. SecA binds to the SecYEG channel in membranes

to form the primed Sec translocase allosteric ensemble (Ahdash

et al., 2019; Corey et al., 2019; Gouridis et al., 2013) and interacts

with non-folded clients bearing signal peptides, nucleotides,

lipids, and chaperones and undergoes dimer-to-monomer tran-

sitions (De Geyter et al., 2020; Rapoport et al., 2017; Tsirigotaki

et al., 2017a). Orderly, sequential ligand interactions transform

the translocase from a quiescent to an active state. However,

the presumably multi-tier dynamics and energetics and their

link to translocation work remain elusive.

SecA, a dimeric, autoinhibited ATPase (Figure 1) (Sianidis

et al., 2001; Wowor et al., 2011), retains a tight ADP-stabilized

state until it peripherally associates with the channel with one

protomer, to form the primed translocase. This converts SecA

to a 10-fold tighter preprotein binder (Figure 1) (Gouridis et al.,

2013) and somehow prepares it for ATP hydrolysis turnover

once a signal peptide and the mature domain bind (Fak et al.,

2004; Gouridis et al., 2009; Sianidis et al., 2001). SecA then con-

verts to a monomeric processive motor working through me-

chanical strokes, Brownian ratcheting, and/or alternating chan-

nel conformations (Allen et al., 2016; Catipovic et al., 2019;

Economou and Wickner, 1994; Vandenberk et al., 2019).
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Figure 1. Priming of the Sec translocase

Cytoplasmic SecA is a catalytically quiescent symmetric dimer that binds the

SecYEG channel asymmetrically and forms the primed translocase holoen-

zyme. Primed SecA2 has 10-fold higher preprotein affinity compared with

quiescent SecA2. Orange hexagon, ADP.
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SecA’s helicase motor (nucleotide binding domains [NBD] 1

and 2) is fused to an ATPase-suppressing C domain and a pre-

protein binding domain (PBD) (Figures 2A, S1A, S1B, and S1C,

I). PBD, rooted via a stem in NBD1, intrinsically rotates toward

NBD2 to clamp mature domains (Bauer and Rapoport, 2009)

and occupies three distinct states: wide open, open, and closed

(Figure 2A; Table S1, II, III) (Ernst et al., 2018; Sardis and Econo-

mou, 2010; Vandenberk et al., 2019). Moreover, the PBD carries

both the signal peptide cleft in its ‘‘bulb’’ globular domain and the

mature domain binding site on the narrow stem that connects it

to NBD1 (Chatzi et al., 2017) (Figures 2A, S1B, and S1C, II). When

the PBD is in the wide-open state, the dynamic C tail of SecA

folds over the signal peptide cleft and stem regions, where it

binds as a pseudo-substrate guarding access to the client bind-

ing surfaces (Chatzi et al., 2017; Gelis et al., 2007).

Structures of soluble and detergent-solubilized channel/pre-

protein SecA states revealed their static architectures (Ma

et al., 2019; Rapoport et al., 2017; Sardis and Economou,

2010), but how the underlying dynamics prime (channel binding)

and activate (channel and preprotein binding) the translocase in

a physiological membrane environment remains elusive. Here,

we determined the intrinsic dynamics of SecA and probed how

they underlie the conversion from quiescence to priming by as-

sembly with the channel, using an integrated approach.

Fully atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and

graph analysis determined global dynamics and H-bond net-

works that interconnect remote regions of SecA (Karathanou

and Bondar, 2019). Single-molecule Förster resonance energy

transfer (smFRET) reported on domain dynamics (Gouridis

et al., 2015; Kapanidis et al., 2004; Vandenberk et al., 2019),

and hydrogen-deuterium exchange mass spectrometry (HDX-

MS) identified local dynamics (Tsirigotaki et al., 2017b; Vadas
and Burke, 2015). In both cases translocation-permitting physi-

ological membranes and concentrations under detergent-free

conditions were used.

We revealed that SecA comprises an extensive H-bond

network that yields a nexus of multi-level intertwined dynamics

that combine quaternary effects from dimerization, including

dimer-to-monomer transitions; global and domain effects in

each protomer; and multiple islands of local intrinsic dynamics.

Within each protomer, specific islands in the helicase motor,

its associated scaffold helix, and the stem conformationally

cross-talk and affect the interconversions of the preprotein

clamp between three states. ADP that occupies preactivated

SecA tightly restricts these local dynamics but does not affect

clamp motions. Dimeric, cytoplasmically diffusing SecA main-

tains a predominantly wide-open clampwith weak client access.

In contrast, the channel, on one hand, binds to dimeric SecA and,

on the other, uses its carboxy-terminal region to trigger redistri-

bution of the SecA clamp equally between the three states in the

channel-bound active protomer. This structural transformation

allows increased access to preprotein clients and enhanced flex-

ibility due to the relief of ADP-driven suppression of SecA local

dynamics. These events thereby prepare the translocase for pre-

protein-mediated ADP release and activation of the enzyme for

secretion work. Our data reveal howmultiple ligands of a protein

machine can promote stepwise priming, activation, and catalysis

by exploiting sophisticated and coordinated multi-level intrinsic

dynamics. The tools used here will be widely available in other

membrane-embedded systems.

RESULTS

Cytoplasmic SecA2 has restricted domainmotions and a
wide-open clamp
To understand how the cytoplasmic SecA2 is autoinhibited but

becomes primed and activated when channel-bound, we first

probed its global dynamics using simulations in bulk water.

Two different, likely physiological, dimers (Gouridis et al., 2013)

(Table S2), both with their clamps in wide-open states (Figures

2B and S2A), were used as starting structures for two indepen-

dent simulations.

All four SecA domains, particularly NBD1, are extensively H

bonded (Figure S2B) and exhibit similar dynamics irrespective

of the protomer to which they belong. Several residues partici-

pate in multiple H bonds and/or are hubs in multi-residue H-

bond pathways (Figures S2B–S2D; Table S2). During 260 ns

MD simulations, both SecA2 structures displayed only minor

domain motions in each of their protomers without loss of the

wide-open state (Figures 2B and S2E). The wide-open state is

stabilized through multiple interactions that the PBD makes

with thewing domain and the C tail. This partially restricts access

to the signal peptide cleft (Figure S1C, II–III, top; Table S2).

To monitor domain motions specifically in the clamp we used

our established smFRET pipeline (Figures 2C and 2D and S3A)

(Vandenberk et al., 2019). His-SecAD2, a single-cysteinyl-pair

(V280CPBD/L464CNBD2) derivative, was stochastically labeled

with donor and acceptor fluorophores (Vandenberk et al.,

2019). The donor of the labeled samples was excited by a laser

at an intensity of 0.5 mW and a constant wavelength of 532 nm.

All acceptor fluorophore emissions recorded are thus a result
Structure 29, 846–858, August 5, 2021 847



Figure 2. Local dynamics islands in SecA

regulate clamp domain dynamics

(A) Domain organization of ecSecA2, modeled after

the B. subtilis PDB:1M6N in ribbon (shaded sur-

face). The ATPase motor (NBD1 and NBD2, nucle-

otide binding domains), PBD (preprotein binding

domain), and C domain (comprising scaffold [SD],

wing [WD], IRA1 [intramolecular regulator of

ATPase 1] andC tail) are shown. See also Figure S1.

(B) MD simulation of ecSecA2,1M6N. Two coordinate

snapshots shown from start (0 ns; gray) and end

(262 ns) aligned on their NBD1 (protomer 1: colored

as in Figure 2A, protomer 2: contoured).

(C and D) smFRET analysis of PBD motions using

His-SecAD2, stochastically labeled with Alexa 555

and Alexa 647, which was either immobilized on a

PEG-biotinylated-a-His antibody surface (C) or

freely diffusing (50–100 pM) (D). Cold His-SecAD2

(1 mM) promoted dimers (see Figure S3A). (C) Top:

representative FRET trace (1 of 162) showing rare

transitions between the indicated states. Bottom:

photon counts collected during FRET trace

recording. (D) The FRET value of every labeledSecA

molecule randomly diffusing through the confocal

volume (i.e., burst event, y axis, left) was calculated

(apparent FRET, E*, x axis) and plotted. Derived

histograms (>10,000 total burst events binned in E*

tranches; y axis, right) were fitted to a minimum of

three Gaussians (Figure S3B) representing distinct

quantified clamp states (as indicated). Sum of three

integrals = 100%; each state is a percentage of the

total. n = 6.

(E) DGex values (in kJ/mol) were calculated by

PyHDX (Smitetal., 2020) fromHDX-MSexperiments

and visualized on the dimeric ecSecA2,1M6N apo-

protein structure. Residues are colored on a linear

scale from gray (29 kJ/mol, rigid) to red (11 kJ/mol,

dynamic). Highly rigid residues (DGex > 29 kJ/mol)

are in transparentgray (seealsoFigureS4;TableS3).

(F) Highly conserved residues in 200 SecAs, derived

from ConSurf (Ben Chorin et al., 2020), colored as

indicated onto ecSecA2,1M6N (represented as in [A]).
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of FRET from donor emission. In the event of donor fluorophore

bleaching, acceptor emissions are also simultaneously lost, as is

the case in most of our traces. The FRET state of labeled His-

SecAD2 reports directly on how proximal PBD and NBD2 are

and, thus, on clamp motions (Figure 2C, cartoon). Heterodimers

of His-SecAD2 were generated by mixing fluorescent kinetic

monomers with excess unlabeled His-SecAD2. FRET traces

from surface-immobilized heterodimers were recorded as a

function of time on a confocal microscope (Gouridis et al.,

2015). The analysis of 162 such trajectories demonstrated that

the clamp of SecA2 predominantly existed in a low FRET state,

consistent with the wide-open clamp state, rarely transiting to

the open and closed states (�10% of the 162 traces; Figures

2C, S3C, and S3D) (Sardis and Economou, 2010). These data
848 Structure 29, 846–858, August 5, 2021
reveal that the clamp is intrinsically dy-

namic, with individual states stable, with

lifetimes in the near-second time regime,

indicative of large domain motions (Hen-

zler-Wildman and Kern, 2007).
Clamp states were quantified by solution smFRET. Fluores-

cently labeled heterodimers were monitored as they freely

diffused through the confocal volume. Following pulsed inter-

leaved excitation (Muller et al., 2005; Vandenberk et al., 2019),

>10,000 photon burst events from molecules carrying both fluo-

rophores (which hence could transfer Förster resonance energy)

were analyzed per experiment (Figure 2D). Two-dimensional

plots of stoichiometry versus apparent FRET efficiency were

globally fitted with a mixture model of Gaussians (Figures S3B

and S3E) (Gouridis et al., 2019). The data were best fitted with

three distributions and quantified using the area under the curve,

taking the sum of all states as 100% (Figure 2D). The clamp of

SecA predominantly sampled the wide-open state (60% of the

population) and less so the open and closed states (27% and
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13%, respectively). We calculated accurate FRET distances

(Hellenkamp et al., 2018) between the two fluorophores on

SecA and derived distances of 61, 46, and 36 Å for the wide-

open, open, and closed states, respectively. These previously

obtained values (Vandenberk et al., 2019) and distances derived

from crystal structures (Table S1V) are all in similar ranges.

Collectively, these data show that SecA2 displays limited

intrinsic domain dynamics and has its clamp predominantly in

the wide-open state. This state is maintained by several interpro-

tomer interactions and limits access to the signal peptide cleft

(Gelis et al., 2007) (Table S1; Figure S1C, III, top).

Conserved islands of intrinsic dynamics in SecA2

To define the underlying residue dynamics that define domain

motions, we determined the residue-level local dynamics of

SecA2 using HDX-MS. This technique non-invasively monitors

loss or gain of backbone H bonds, common in secondary struc-

ture, at low-micromolar concentrations, near-residue resolution,

and a timescale of seconds (Brown and Wilson, 2017; Hu et al.,

2013; Skinner et al., 2012).

SecA2 was diluted to �2 mM into D2O buffer for various times.

Samples were acid quenched and protease digested (Wowor

et al., 2014), and D uptake was determined by mass spectrom-

etry (Figure S4A, I). One hundred ninety peptides with high

signal/noise ratio yielded �95% primary sequence coverage

(Table S3). The D uptake for each peptide was expressed as a

percentage of its fully deuterated control (taken as 100%). D-up-

take data were then processed by our in-house software PyHDX

(Smit et al., 2020) to yield Gibbs free energy of exchange (DGex,

kJ mol�1) values for each residue. DGex values quantify the de-

gree of dynamics existing within the protein backbone to which

they are inversely correlated, i.e., lower and higher DGex values

represent lower and higher backbone flexibility, respectively.

SecA2 has several distributed regions of flexibility that

together form islands of high intrinsic dynamics (Figure 2E, or-

ange and red; Figure S4B), some of them sharply delimited

against an otherwise ‘‘rigid’’ backdrop (gray). Dynamics islands

in the nucleotide binding cleft in the ATPase motor and signal

peptide clefts are linked by a chain of intrinsic dynamic residues

that form a ‘‘flexibility arc’’ that lines the inner walls of the clamp

(Figure 2E; gray arrow). The arc includes the 3b-tipPBD, periph-

eral loops of the PBD core, the three-stranded anti-parallel b

sheet formed by the stem (consisting of two anti-parallel b

strands and their flexible linker), and the C tail, the tip of IRA1,

the motor-associated scaffold with its kinked middle region

that ultimately connects to the joint that includes a17NBD2s.

The nucleotide binding cleft and flexibility arc are highly

conserved, while the signal peptide cleft is not (Figure 2F). The

local dynamics observed are likely fundamental for SecA func-

tion andmay underpin large-scale domain motions and coupling

to nucleotide cycles and client binding.

Monomeric SecA displays enhanced domain dynamics
and a distributed clamp
We next determined how dimerization affects the inherent dy-

namics of the SecA protomer. MD simulations of monomeric

SecA revealed that PBD and NBD2 move toward each other,

meet within 150 ns, and form a stably closed clamp until the

end of the simulation (325 ns). Concomitantly, C-domain sub-
structures undergo domain motions (Figures 3A and S2E–S2G;

Video S1). Clamp closing also exposes the signal peptide cleft

(Gelis et al., 2007) (Figure S1C, II and III, bottom; Table S1).

Some residues negotiate distances of �2 nm (Figure S2F). Dur-

ing these motions, PBD loses internal H bonds (Figure S2B). We

analyzed two coordinate snapshots of the open and closed

clamp, representative conformations based on H-bond net-

works and centrality measurements (Figures S2C, S2D, and

S2H). Multiple interdomain salt bridges and dynamic H-bond

clusters (mainly between PBD, scaffold, and NBD2) and an

extensive local hydration network lie behind clamp motions (Fig-

ures S2I and S2J; Table S2). Initially, the salt bridge of R709WD

with E294PBD of a signal peptide cleft loop breaks (Figure S2H,

left). Then, the PBD moves toward and binds NBD2 using two

prongs to form a closed conformation (prong1, aa 250–275;

prong2 or 3b tip, aa 320–347; Figures 3A; S1C, II and III, bottom;

S2H, right; and S2J). In this ‘‘loosely closed’’ conformation

identified for the first time by these MD simulations, the PBD is

more peripherally associated compared with the tightly closed

conformation seen in SecYEG:SecA:ADP.BeF4 crystals (Zimmer

et al., 2008).

smFRET experiments were carried out at low protein concen-

trations (50–100 pM) at which His-SecAD2 existed as kinetic

monomers. Analysis of 84 trajectories from surface-immobilized

His-SecAD2 demonstrated that the clamp of monomeric SecA

freely interconverted between wide-open, open, and closed

states (representative trace, Figures 3B, S3C, and S3D), re-

vealed by solution smFRET to be sampled almost equally

(29%, 37%, and 34%, respectively) (Figures 3C, lanes 4–6;

S3F; and S6A, I–II). Therefore, dimerization is a key extrinsic fac-

tor that suppresses the intrinsic clamp motions inherent to the

monomer.

SecA monomers display enhanced local dynamics
To monitor the local dynamics of monomeric SecA, we analyzed

mSecA, a fully functional derivative with reduced dimerization Kd

(�130 mM) (Gouridis et al., 2013), by HDX-MS. We compared

mSecA with SecA2, focusing only on prominent differences

within 5 min of D exchange. To ease comparison, D-uptake dif-

ferences (DD) of a control state (Figure 3D, upper left pictogram,

top) were compared with a test state (bottom). Positive or nega-

tive values indicate regions with enhanced or suppressed dy-

namics (green/purple, respectively), quantified as minor or major

(%DD; 10%–20% light hues; >20% dark hues).

Monomerization increased the dynamics specifically in the

nucleotide binding cleft and in the flexibility arc, including most

of the scaffold (Figures 3D, green, and S5A, I; Table S3). Most

of the destabilized elements corresponded to regions that either

directly participate in the dimer interface (Figure 3E, teal) or are

adjacent to the former, presumably reflecting allosteric effects

(sand) (Figure SIC, III, top, e.g., stem, a13PBD, and the IRA1 sec-

ond helix). The kinked middle region of the scaffold showed sup-

pressed dynamics (purple) (Figure S4D).

ADP rigidifies SecA2 and mSecA local dynamics but not
clamp motion
Cytoplasmic SecA2 exists in a highly stable ADP state (Kerami-

sanou et al., 2006; Sianidis et al., 2001). HDX-MS analysis

demonstrated that ADP extensively stabilized multiple regions
Structure 29, 846–858, August 5, 2021 849



Figure 3. Effect of SecA monomerization on

its domain and local dynamics

(A) Two coordinate snapshots from the start (0 ns;

gray) and the end (325 ns) of the MD simulations

of monomeric ecSecA2VDA (PDB:2VDA) aligned

based on their NBD1 (gray). Domains colored as in

Figure 2A (see also Figures S2G and S2H).

(B) Top: representative FRET trace (1 of 84) of

monomeric SecA. Bottom: photon counts

collected during FRET trace recording.

(C) Clamp states quantified from solution smFRET

of SecA2 with a single fluorescently labeled pro-

tomer (lanes 1–3) or fluorescently labeled mono-

mers (50–100 pM, lanes 4–6), as in Figure 2D; n R

6 biological repeats; mean ± SEM (see also Figures

S3A, S3B, and S6A). **** p % 0.0001.

(D) Effect of monomerization on local dynamics of

SecA (see also Figure S5A). D-uptake differences

(light and dark hues, DD = 10%–20% and >20%,

respectively) between the indicated dimer/mono-

mer end states (control, dimer; test, monomer)

are colored on the ecSecA2VDA structure (top;

decreased/increased dynamics, purple/green,

respectively; no difference, white). Gray arrow,

flexibility arc.

(E) Regions of a SecA protomer stabilized in SecA2

either directly (involved in dimerization; ecSe-

cA1M6N (PDB:1M6N) X-ray structure, black/teal), or

indirectly (from Figure 3D, sand), as indicated.
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in SecA2 (Figures 4A and S5A, II). As most of these are also sta-

bilized in mSecA (Figures 4B and S5A, III), the ADP effects are

primarily intraprotomeric.

The nucleotide binding cleft was stabilized by multiple direct

contacts that ADPmakes with the helicase motifs inside the cleft

and the allosteric stabilization of more peripheral ones (Figures

4A, right, and S1C,I), driving disorder-to-order transitions (Kera-

misanou et al., 2006). ADP binding also stabilized allosterically

regions of the flexibility arc that lie several nanometers away

from the nucleotide: the scaffold (attached to the ATPase motor

in trans) and the stem (rooted in NBD1), which associate with

each other, and the PBD, which is an extension of the stem (Fig-

ure S1C, II). These regions provide a physical pathway for the

motor to communicate with the clamp (Bondar et al., 2020).

Moreover, the stem, a13, and the 3b tip were overstabilized

only in SecA2 (Figures 4C and S5A, IV), due to preexisting, inter-

protomeric contacts in thewide-open state that explain its stabil-

ity (Figure S1C, II–III). ADP binding stabilizes regions that were

destabilized by monomerization, implying antagonism between

these two processes. ADP binding drives the conformational
850 Structure 29, 846–858, August 5, 2021
equilibrium toward stabilization and cata-

lytic autoinhibition, while monomerization

drives it toward a conformationally more

dynamic and, presumably, functionally

activated state.

Stem dynamics are expected to regu-

late PBD motions and thus clamp dy-

namics. Remarkably, while ADP binding

marginally strengthened the preexisting

contacts of the already predominant

wide-open state of SecA2 (Figure 4D,
compare lanes 4–6 with 1–3; Figures S3C, S3D, and S6B), it

had no effect on monomeric SecA (compare lanes 10–12 with

7–9). In other words, the intrinsic PBD rotation occurs irrespec-

tive of the nucleotide state of the motor. This suggested that in

monomeric SecA additional factors are required to couple the

local dynamics of the nucleotide binding cleft to clamp

motions.

ADP binds asymmetrically to the protomers of
cytoplasmic SecA2

In the two SecA2 derivatives analyzed by MD simulations, the in-

tradomain H-bonding networks within each of the four domains

in each protomer are similar (Figures S2B–S2D). Nevertheless,

they also revealed some detectable differences suggesting

that, despite their similarities, the two protomers of the dimer

retain some degree of structural asymmetry. To test if this

reflects on the interaction of ADP with each protomer, we moni-

tored the binding of ADP with the environmentally sensitive fluo-

rescent probe MANT (20-(or-30)-O-(N-methylanthraniloyl); Gal-

letto et al., 2000; Karamanou et al., 2005).



Figure 4. Effect of ADP on local and domain dynamics of SecA

(A and B) Pairwise comparisons of local dynamics determined by HDX-MS

(as in Figure 3D) upon ADP (orange hexagon) binding on SecA2 (A) or mSecA

(B). To simplify comparison, data from both proteins have been mapped on
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MANT-ADP rapidly binds to both SecA derivatives, reaching

maximal intensities within 1min and remaining very stably bound

for several minutes. Given its provision of two binding sites,

SecA2 yields an �2-fold higher intensity than does monomeric

mSecA (Figure 4E, I). When chased with unlabeled ADP, the

MANT-ADP bound to SecA2 is approximately halved, while

that of mSecA is significantly more stable and only partially ex-

changes (Figure 4E, II). These data suggested that after chase

with excess unlabeled ADP, in SecA2, one of the protomers re-

tains a single MANT-ADP tightly bound, as does mSecA. In

contrast, the other protomer readily exchanges ADP. These re-

sults together suggest that the two nucleotide binding clefts

within SecA2 display different functional properties and are

therefore asymmetric. In contrast, SecA2 mutants with constitu-

tively elevated basal ATPase activity, and thus reduced ADP af-

finity, completely released the bound MANT-ADP (Figure 4E, II,

blue line; Figure S7A).

We concluded that ADP binds to SecA2 asymmetrically.

The stem is a central checkpoint of allosteric networks
The widespread responses to monomerization or ADP binding

implied the existence of extensive allosteric networks across

the protein. We probed them by graph analysis of the H-bonding

networks derived fromMDsimulations. A large extended surface

(Figure 5A) involving many SecA residues (�67%) that are inter-

connected via a dynamic water-mediated H-bond network was

observed. The stem (Figure 5A, dashed lines) appears to be a

critical linchpin, providing a narrow passage through which the

ATPase motor communicates with the PBD. To better under-

stand its role, we probed its structural contributions further.

The stem is an anti-parallel b sheet consisting of stemin (b12)

and stemout (b6) of the PBD (Figure 5B), withwhich a third b strand

(b24C-tail) associates (Hunt et al., 2002). All three b strands display

enhanced dynamics but lean against the rigid a8NBD1. While not

essential for function or dimerization (Karamanou et al., 2005),

b24 occupies the binding site of client mature domains (Chatzi

et al., 2017). Deleting the C tail of SecA2 destabilized the wide-

open state and led to clamp closing (Figures 5C, lanes 4–6, and

Figure S6B, III–IV), along with increased local intrinsic dynamics

in the flexibility arc (Figure S5B). Thus, b24C-tail contributes to

stem stabilization and restriction of clamp motions.
the ecSecA2VDA open state (ribbon, left; PDB:2VDA) and a cartoon of the

helicase motifs (right).

(C) Pairwise comparison of local dynamics of ADP-boundmSecA (control) and

SecA2 (test) to reveal the quantitative changes in dynamics that dimerization

brings on top of those of ADP alone (see Figure S5A, IV).

(D) Quantification of clamp states from solution smFRET measurements

comparing apo and ADP-bound SecA dimers (as in Figure 2D) or monomers

(50–100 pM; as in Figure 2D). nR 6 biological repeats; mean ± SEM. See also

Figure S6A. Lanes 1–3, SecA2; lanes 4–6, SecA2:ADP; lanes 7–9, SecA; lanes

10–12, SecA:ADP.

(E) Fluorescence intensity of SecA2 (0.5 mM) or mSecA (1 mM), added at 30 s

(black arrow), binding to MANT-ADP (1 mM) for 4.5 min. Raw fluorescence data

(transparent lines) are superimposed on smoothened data (solid lines). The

data were recorded for 4.5 min and normalized, taking the fluorescent signal of

free MANT-ADP as 0% (I) and that of SecA2-bound MANT-ADP as 100% (II;

maximum fluorescence intensity). In II, MANT-ADP was chased with cold ADP

(2 mM; added at 90 s; orange arrow). Blue line, percentage of fluorescence

intensity level of elevated ATPasemutants after ADP chase (see Figure S7A for

details).
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Figure 5. The stem regulates the intrinsic dynamics in SecA

(A) An H-bond protein-water network is shown for the loosely closed

(325 ns) MD simulation of ecSecA2VDA. Each line of the network rep-

resents one water-mediated H-bond bridge in the protein-water network
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The stem and a8NBD1 share a conserved hydrophobic inter-

face, formed primarily by a8NBD1 residues L187 and M191 and

their juxtaposed A373 from stemin,PBD (Figure 5B). While the

stem as a whole is highly dynamic, the backbone of residues

of b12 of stemin, which participate in the stem/a8 interface,

including that of A373, is rigid (Figure 5B). We hypothesized

that this hydrophobic interface might be important for the stem

to regulate local and clamp dynamics of SecA. To test this, we

weakened the hydrophobic and bulk contribution of L187 by

mutating it to alanine, so as to externally affect the stem without

internally affecting the stem b strands. SecA2(L187A) is function-

ally active and binds preproteins with an affinity similar to that of

SecA2 (Figures S7B and S7C). SecA2(L187A) showed partial loss

of the wide-open state and consequently clamp closing (Figures

5C, lanes 4–6, and S6B, V–VI).

Remarkably, the minor mutation in L187A (Figures 5D, red

asterisk, and S5C) resulted in widespread allosteric responses,

mostly increased local dynamics, radiating to almost all regions

of SecA2 (Figure 5D).

We concluded that the stem exploits the a8/C-tail hydrophobic

interactions todirectly regulateboth far-reaching intrinsicdynamics

networks across SecA and clamp motions (Figure 5D, right).

Channel binding redistributes the clamp in active
protomers of SecA2

Having revealed the stem-controlled nexus of intrinsic dynamics

that extends through most of the backbone of SecA, we set out

to probe if it is influenced by channel binding to yield a translo-

case primed for preprotein secretion.

The channel carried in inverted inner membrane vesicles (IMVs)

was added at stoichiometric excess over SecA, and its effect on

clamp dynamics was probed. Channel binding shifts clamp equi-

libria fromthewide-open to theopen/closedstatescomparedwith

freelydiffusingSecA2 (compareFigure6A lanes4–6with1–3;S6C,

I–II), but notwhen it ismutated for interactionwithSecA2 (SecYM15;

Figures 6A, lanes 7–9, and S6C, III) (Karamanou et al., 2008; Mat-

sumoto et al., 2000). Therefore, the observed alteration of clamp

equilibria caused by IMVs is specific to the channel. SecYM15 is

a conditional mutant that carries a substitution in the carboxy-ter-

minal C tail of SecY (Karamanou et al., 2008; Matsumoto et al.,

2000). The SecY C tail has not been crystallographically resolved,

but is apposed proximally to SecA, in the SecYEG:SecA complex

(Figures S7D and S7E) (Zimmer et al., 2008) and binds SecA

directly in a peptide array (Karamanou et al., 2008). These data

suggested that a functional C tail is required for the channel to

trigger clamp closing and signal peptide cleft exposure in SecA.

It is important to note that this apparently occurs at a late stage
and is color coded based on frequency of appearance in the simu-

lation.

(B) The stem-a8 interface structure and dynamics. The stem (b12, b6, and b24)

links to a10 and a13 of the PBD. a8 is an extension of helicase motif Ic. DGex

values of the stem region (from Figure 2E) are colored as indicated.

(C) Quantification of clamp states from solution smFRET comparing apoSecA2

(lanes 1–3) with SecA(DCtail)2 (lanes 4–6) and SecA(L187A)2 (lanes 7–9) (as in

Figure 3C). n R 6 biological repeats; mean ± SEM.

(D) Left: pairwise comparison of local dynamics of SecA2 (control) against

SecA(L187A)2 (test) (as in Figure 3D; single protomer shown for simplicity).

Right: cartoon of SecA(L187A)2 (red asterisk) resulting in allosteric local effects

that radiate to all SecA2 domains (arrows) and affect clamp motions.



Figure 6. Effect of channel binding on local

and domain dynamics of SecA

(A) Clamp states of SecYEG-IMVs:SecA2 deter-

mined by solution smFRET (as in Figure 3C).

Fluorescence values in lanes 10–12 and 13–15

(gray gradient highlight) add up to 100%of those of

the two protomers (see text for details). M15, cold-

sensitive SecY derivative (Karamanou et al., 2008).

n R 3 biological repeats; mean ± SEM. Orange

hexagon, ADP. Lanes 1–3, SecA2:ADP; lanes 4–6,

SecYEG:SecA2:ADP; lanes 7–9, SecYM15EG:

SecA2:ADP. *p % 0.05, **p % 0.01.

(B) Stochastic binding of SecA2 (with a single-

labeled protomer; as indicated) onto SecYEG

leads to two, equally distributed, labeled or unla-

beled, active SecA protomer (oval) populations.

(C) Clamp states calculated for the inactive (lanes

1–3) and active protomer (lanes 4–6) in channel-

bound SecA2 (related to [A] lanes 4–6).

(D and E) Effect of channel binding on the dynamics

of SecA2:ADP. D-uptake differences of channel:

SecA2:ADP compared with SecA2:ADP are colored

onto the structure (D) and onto a cartoonmapof the

helicase motifs (E) (as in Figure 3D).

(F and G).. The dynamics of channel:SecA2 are

compared with those of either SecA2 (F) or mSecA

(G) apoproteins. See also Figure S5.
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of the SecA2-channel interaction after SecA2 has docked, since

the SecYM15 channel interactswith and renders SecAa high-affin-

ity preprotein receptor (Figure S7C) and affects it conformation-

ally, similar to the wild-type channel (Figure S5E, see below).

This channel-induced loss of the wide-open clamp state must

be essential for translocase function. Under non-permissive con-

ditions, cells carrying SecYM15EG are non-viable, as the catalytic

activity of the translocase is severely compromised (Figures

S7F–S7H) (Karamanou et al., 2008).

To properly quantify the extent of the channel-driven clamp

redistribution and assign this effect to a specific SecA protomer,

the asymmetric nature of SecA2was considered (Figure 4E;Gour-

idis et al., 2013). SecA2 in solution has two functionally and struc-

turally comparable but asymmetric protomers (Figures 4E and 6B,

bottom double circles) (Gouridis et al., 2009) and binds stochasti-

cally to thechannel,withonlyoneof thembecoming theonlynano-

molar affinity preprotein receptor (Figure 6B, top, ovals). The

‘‘active’’ protomer will also recognize the functional short C tail of

the wild-type channel but not the non-functional one of SecYM15.

Since only one protomer in SecA2 is fluorescent (cyan), only half
of the total measured fluorescence reflects

channel-induced loss of the wide-open

clamp state in active protomers (Figure 6A,

lanes 4–6). Clamp closing exposes the

signal peptide cleft for high-affinity prepro-

tein binding. The other half of the total fluo-

rescence comes from the inactive proto-

mers that do not contact the channel

(Fig. 6B, top, circles) (Gouridis et al.,

2013). These are expected to retain the

domaindynamics of soluble SecA2 consis-

tent with the wide-open clamp (Figure 6C,
lanes 1–3). Subtracting the distribution of the inactive protomers

from the total yielded the distribution of the active protomer (Fig-

ure 6C, lanes4–6). These results revealed that thechannel-primed,

active protomer of SecA2 has its clamp almost equally distributed

in three states, reminiscent of the PBD distribution in monomeric

SecA (Figure 3C, lanes 4–6).

We concluded that channel binding shifts the clamp equilib-

rium away from the wide-open state and that this conformational

motion is essential for translocase function.

Channel binding to SecA2:ADP allosterically affects
motor and stem dynamics
We next monitored the local dynamics of the physiological

SecA2:ADP upon channel binding. For this we developed a

methodology under near-native, detergent-free conditions using

IMVs (Figure S4A, II), ensuring all available SecA2 was channel-

bound (channel at 1.5M excess over SecA; 40-fold > Kd). Periph-

erally bound SecA was pepsinized, IMVs were removed, and

peptides were analyzed (81% coverage; Table S3), under condi-

tions identical to those for soluble SecA. HDX-MS averaged out
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Figure 7. Model of translocase priming

upon channel binding to SecA (see text for

details)

Asymmetric binding of soluble SecA2:ADP with a

predominantly wide-open clamp to SecYEG is

temperature independent and enhances local dy-

namics in SecA and loosening of the ADP cleft

without ADP loss. At >20�C, via its C tail, SecY

increases clamp dynamics to the bound SecA.
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the D-uptake values from the two asymmetric protomers of

SecYEG:SecA2:ADP.

Channel binding resulted in increased dynamics across multi-

ple SecA2:ADP regions (Figures 6D and S5D). The most charac-

teristic effect was the partial reversal of the extensive ADP-driven

stability that had been observed in soluble SecA2:ADP (Fig-

ure 4B). This included enhanced dynamics in most helicase mo-

tifs of NBD2 and only in motifs I and Ib of NBD1 (Figures 6D and

6E). Despite the increased dynamics observed in many islands,

the dynamics of the Q motif that anchors the adenosine ring of

ADP (Figure S1C, V) were unaltered, providing direct evidence

that ADP remained bound. Corroborating this observation, no

significant channel-driven release of MANT-ADPwas detectable

(Figures S7I and S7J). Increased dynamics predominantly in

NBD2 and in the NBD1/NBD2 linker suggested that channel

binding caused NBD2 to dissociate from NBD1 (Figure 6E).

These dynamics are consistent with a helicase motor being

primed by the channel for, but not yet performing, ATP catalysis

(Keramisanou et al., 2006; Sianidis et al., 2001).

Elevated dynamics in themotor were directly transferred to the

scaffold, stem, andmost regions of the PBD (a13, 3b tip, and the

signal peptide binding cleft). Stem and PBD elevated dynamics

are coincident with the enhanced clamp mobility (Figure 6C,

lanes 4–6).

To determine whether channel binding causes direct allosteric

effects in addition to relieving those of ADP, we monitored the in-

teractionsof theSecA2apoproteinwith thechannel.Channel bind-

ing enhanced dynamics in two regions of SecA2 (Figures 6F and

S5D): NBD2 (motifs IV, V/Va, VI, and a17 to which PBD binds in

the closed state) and PBD (3b tip, a13PBD, stemin, and C tail).

This further corroboratedpreviousobservations thatchannel bind-

ing results in NBD2 dynamics and liberates the clamp from the

dimerization-imposed wide-open state (Figures 3C and S1C, III).

While the PBD distribution in the channel-bound active SecA

protomer is reminiscent of that of monomeric SecA in solution,

local dynamics of channel-bound SecA are nevertheless distinct

from those of either free (Figure 6G) or channel-bound (Fig-

ure S5F) monomeric SecA, demonstrating that SecA remains

dimeric upon binding the channel.

Channel-induced dynamics in SecA prime but do not activate

the motor for subsequent nucleotide cycling, while the liberated

clamp prepares the translocase for binding of preprotein clients.
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DISCUSSION

Translocase function is driven by multi-

level intra- and intermolecular intrinsic dy-

namics. An excessively H-bonded frame-

work of the SecA monomer comprising
flexible, distributed islands and domain motions yields a confor-

mational repertoire of soft motion modes (Meireles et al., 2011;

Zhang et al., 2020). These elements are controlled by external

modulators that select preexisting attainable conformations

and contribute their own dynamics: the second SecA protomer,

nucleotides, the channel, and secretory clients. Such dynamics

collectively support a conceptual departure from views of major

ligand-biased enzyme motions between fixed start and end

states to one of subtly balanced co-existing equilibria of dynam-

ically interconverting states (Kumar et al., 2000; Ma et al., 1999).

Such mechanisms are likely generic in multi-liganded protein

machines.

We dissected this dynamic landscape in depth using a multi-

pronged approach under similar conditions, on physiological

membranes and under conditions in the absence of detergents.

We linked specific intrinsic dynamics to translocase functional

outcomes, i.e., the quiescent and the primed state. This pipeline

sets the foundation for future studies of the translocase and

other complex motors with dynamic clients, diffusing in solution

or membrane-bound (Jang et al., 2019; Ramirez-Sarmiento and

Komives, 2018).

Local and domain dynamics in SecA co-exist in multi-state

equilibria facilitated by extensive H bonding (Figures 5A and

S2; Table S2). Dynamics islands are sharply delimited (e.g., a

few helical turns, half a b strand) and have escaped previous

structural detection. They may act as either ‘‘on-off’’ switches

(e.g., the ADP bindingWalker A/motif I) or ‘‘rheostats’’ emanating

gradients of dynamics to adjacent regions (e.g., the stem to the

bulb). Different ligands target dynamics islands/domains differ-

ently and shift conformational equilibria; e.g., ADP affects dy-

namics islands in the helicase motor and scaffold but less so

clamp motions.

All of the above establish an ‘‘intrinsic dynamics nexus’’ with

distinct features at the heart of translocase catalysis. (1) As the

nexus exploits the preexisting dynamics ofmonomeric SecA,mi-

nor free energy changes suffice for ligands to change enzyme

states. We presume that this is also why ligand effects can be

so easily recapitulated by point mutations that mimic signal pep-

tide effects (Prl; Silhavy and Mitchell, 2019) or others that render

the translocase temperature sensitive (Figure 6A) (Ito et al., 1983;

Karamanou et al., 2008; Pogliano and Beckwith, 1993). (2) The

multiplicity of dynamics nodes ensures that SecA responds to
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multiple ligands, each incrementally changing its dynamics. Pre-

sumably, this also allows, in the next steps of the translocation

reaction, the coupling of nucleotide cycling in the motor to client

cycling on-off SecA and their threading through the channel. (3)

Long-range effects are transmitted nanometers away from a

ligand interaction site as seen prominently with ADP.

Dimerization prevents monomeric SecA from expressing its

excessive dynamics prematurely. This created a stable, cyto-

plasmically diffusing quiescent cytoplasmic state with a mainly

wide-open clamp and reduced client affinity (Figures 2C and

2D and 7, I). The two protomers of the same dimer display dy-

namics differences between them (Figure S2), and therefore pro-

tomer asymmetry may predispose them to stochastic SecY

binding. Channel binding partially relieves these suppressed dy-

namics in the active protomer to which it binds and weakens the

protomer-protomer interface while retaining dimerization (Fig-

ure 7, III). This allows a free tri-state clamp distribution in the

active protomer (Figure 7, IV) and prepares the motor for ADP

release (Figures 6A–6C and 7, V). The smFRET data revealed

that the clamp in the monomeric SecA apoprotein occupies

three near-isoenergetic troughs separated by activation energy

barriers (Figure 3C). Dimerization elevates the wide-open/open

energy barrier and traps the clamp in a stable wide-open state.

In contrast, the simulated MD environment revealed a presum-

ably energetically favored open to loosely closed equilibrium

shift in monomeric SecA (Figure 3A; Video S1). Crossing this en-

ergetic barrier in smFRET experiments presumably requires the

presence of both membranes and preproteins.

ADP is a top-level extrinsic regulator. It suppresses helicase

motor and scaffold dynamics and hyperstabilizes the wide-

open clamp, ensuring that SecA2 remains quiescent in the cyto-

plasm (Figure 4A) and even on the channel, prior to client arrival.

The main consequence of channel-induced priming is to reverse

these effects to allow the free intrinsic motion of the clamp and

loosen the ADP-induced restricted dynamics. In a demonstration

of remarkable fine-tuning, and despite its acquisition of

enhanced dynamics, the helicase motor retains ADP bound as

evidenced by critical helicase motifs remaining stabilized (Fig-

ure 6D) and fluorescence assays (Figures S7I and S7J) and re-

tains the ADP-bound asymmetry of SecA2. This explains how

the ATPase activity of SecA2 is not significantly stimulated

upon channel binding (Karamanou et al., 2007). Excessive stim-

ulation will occur only once the preprotein clients bind, presum-

ably by overcoming a significant energetic obstacle driving ADP

release (Figure 7, V). In quiescent cytoplasmic SecA2:ADP, a sta-

ble wide-open clamp with its associated C tail might impede

mature domain access to the binding site (Chatzi et al., 2017),

fending off unwanted cytoplasmic binders.

Protein structures are selected because their scaffolds suc-

cessfully mediate specific surface chemistries. Intrinsic dy-

namics networks may drive their further evolution (Tiwari and

Reuter, 2018; Zhang et al., 2020). Our data raise the possibility

that a protein may be selected primarily because of its intrinsic

dynamics propensities and then adapted to specific chemistries.

The structurally conserved DEAD-box superfamily helicases, to

which SecA belongs, share sequence conservation only in the

helicase motifs (Jarmoskaite and Russell, 2014; Linder and Jan-

kowsky, 2011; Papanikou et al., 2007). These motifs, many of

them in weak internal parallel b sheets (Fairman-Williams et al.,
2010; Keramisanou et al., 2006; Sianidis et al., 2001), are all

intrinsically dynamic (Figures 2E and 2F). Such dynamics are

client chemistry agnostic. The ancestral helicase motor was pre-

sumably effective in reshaping the conformational states of dy-

namic clients, commonly nucleic acids, albeit promiscuously

and inefficiently. SecA evolved to apply the ancestral helicase

motor intrinsic dynamics to aminoacyl polymer chemistries. It

did this by incorporating one specificity domain that reshapes

dynamic non-folded polypeptides and binds signal peptides

and another that brought this chemistry to the SecY channel

by associating with it.
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STAR+METHODS
KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Bacterial and virus strains

DH5a: F– endA1 glnV44 thi-1 recA1 relA1

gyrA96 deoR nupG purB20 f80dlacZDM15

D(lacZYA-argF)U169, hsdR17(rK–mK+), l–

Invitrogen Cat# 18258012

BL21 (DE3): T7 RNA polymerase gene

under the control of the lac UV5 promoter

(Studier et al., 1990) N/A

BL21.19 (DE3): secA13(Am) clpA::kan,

ts at 42oC;

(Mitchell and Oliver, 1993) N/A

BL31 (DE3): Non ts; spontaneous

revertant of BL21.19 (DE3)

(Chatzi et al., 2017) N/A

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

Tris base Sigma-Aldrich Cat# T1378

NaCl Sigma-Aldrich Cat# 7647-14-5

Magnesium Chloride (MgCl2) Roth Cat# 2189

Zinc Sulphate heptahydrate (ZnSO4) Roth Cat# 7316.1

Ethylenediaminetetraaceticacid,

diNa salt, 2aq (EDTA)

ChemLab Cat# CL00.0503

Phenylmethylsulfonylfluoride (PMSF) Roth Cat# 6367

Dithiothreitol (DTT) ApplichemPanreac Cat# A1101

Trolox Sigma-Aldrich Cat# 53188-07-1

Alexa Fluor 555 C2 Maleimide Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# A20346

Alexa Fluor 647 C2 Maleimide Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# A20347

ADP (Adenosine 5’-Diphosphate) Sigma-Aldrich Cat# A2754

MANT-ADP (2 ’- (or-3’) - O -

( N -Methylanthraniloyl) Adenosine

5’-Diphosphate, Disodium Salt)

Invitrogen/ Thermo

Fisher Scientific

Cat# M12416

TCEP ([Tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine] Sigma-Aldrich Cat# 51805-45-9

Bio-Rad Protein assay dye reagent Bio-Rad Cat# 5000006

Urea-d4 (98% D) Sigma Cat# 176087

Formic Acid (Ultra-pure) Sigma-Aldrich Cat# 330020050

PFU Ultra Polymerase Promega Cat# M7741

Dpn1 Promega Cat# R6231

NdeI Promega Cat# R6801

BamHI Promega Cat# R6021

Acetonitrile Merck Millipore Cat#1000291000

Fungal protease type XIII Sigma-Aldrich Cat# P2143

Immobilized pepsin resin Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# 20343

Deuterium Oxide (99.9%) Euroisotop Cat# D216

Critical commercial assays

QuickChange Site-directed

mutagenesis protocol

Strategene-Agilent N/A

Plasmid purification (NucleoSpin�
Plasmid EasyPure)

Macherey- Nagel Cat# 740727

Deposited data

Crystal structure of ADP-bound dimeric

SecA from Escherichia coli

(Papanikolau et al., 2007) PDB: 2FSI

Crystal structure of dimeric SecA

from Bacillus subtilis

(Hunt et al., 2002) PDB: 1M6N

(Continued on next page)
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Crystal structure of dimeric SecA

from Mycobacterium tuberculosis

(Sharma et al., 2003) PDB: 1NL3

Crystal structure of SecA:SecYEG complex (Zimmer et al., 2008) PDB: 3DIN

Crystal structure of SecA-signal

peptide complex

(Gelis et al., 2007) PDB: 2VDA

Oligonucleotides

For primers used in this study see Table S6

Recombinant DNA

For vectors used in this study see Table S5

For genetic constructs used in this

study see Table S5

Software and algorithms

Masslynx V4.1 Waters www.waters.com; RRID: SCR_014271

DynamX 3.0 Waters www.waters.com

PyHDX 0.3.0 (Smit et al., 2020) https://github.com/Jhsmit/PyHDX

ConSurf Database (Ben Chorin et al., 2020) https://consurfdb.tau.ac.il/;

RRID: SCR_002320

Origin OriginLab https://www.originlab.com/index.

aspx?go=Products/Origin

Matlab (R2014b/R2017b) MathWorks www.mathworks.com/products/matlab;

RRID: SCR_001622

Pymol Schrödinger https://pymol.org/2/; RRID: SCR_000305

CHARMM-GUI (Jo et al., 2008) http://www.charmm-gui.org/

NAMD (Phillips et al., 2005) http://www.ks.uiuc.edu/Research/namd/;

RRID: SCR_014894

Centrality measures and

H-Bond clustering

Mendeley data-

Karathanou, K. (2020)

https://data.mendeley.com/

datasets/wbprcvz6h2/1

SymPhoTime 64 PicoQuant www.picoquant.com

Alex suite (Ploetz et al., 2016) N/A

VMD 1.9.3 (Humphrey et al., 1996) http://www.ks.uiuc.edu/Research/vmd/;

RRID: SCR_001820

Clustal omega EMBL-EBI https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/clustalo/;

RRID: SCR_001591

Prism 5.0 Graphpad www.graphpad.com/scientific-

software/prism/; RRID: SCR_002798

Other

Ni+2-NTA Agarose resin Qiagen Cat# 30250

ACQUITY UPLC BEH C18 Column,

130Å, 1.7 mm, 1 mm X 100 mm

Waters Cat# 176000862

ACQUITY UPLC BEH C18 VanGuard Pre-

column, 130Å, 1.7 mm, 2.1 mm X 5 mm

Waters Cat# 186003975

Superdex 200 10/300 GL GE healthcare Cat# 28990944

Superdex 200 26/600 GE healthcare Cat# GE28-9893-36
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for reagents may be directed to, and will be fulfilled by the Lead author, Dr. Anastassios Economou

(tassos.economou@kuleuven.be)

Materials availability
This study did not generate new unique reagents.
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Data and code availability
MD simulations, smFRET data and HDXMS raw mass spectra files supporting the current study have not been deposited in a public

repository because of the large data sizes but are available from the corresponding author on request. Details of PyHDX software for

calculation of free energy of exchange from HDXMS data is available in (Smit et al., 2020). The python source code of PyHDX is avail-

able in the followingGithub repository under a standardMIT license, https://github.com/Jhsmit/PyHDX. Code for centrality measures

and H-bond clustering in proteins along with other MD simulations is available in the following Mendeley data repository: Karathanou

(2020) ‘Centrality measure and H-bond clustering in proteins’ https://doi.org/10.17632/wbprcvz6h2.2.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

For protein purification, E.coliBL21 (DE3) cells were transformedwith plasmids containing the relevant protein derivative gene (Table

S6). Cells were grown at 37�C in 5 L flasks (2.5 L; LB) until required OD was reached (OD600 0.6-0.7; 2-3 h). Gene expression was

induced with 0.2 mM IPTG and cells were grown for a further 3 h at 30�C. Cells were collected (5000 x g; 4�C; 15 min; Avanti J

JLA8.1000 rotor; Beckman Coulter) and subsequently lysed using a French press (8000 psi; 3-5 passes; pre-cooled cylinder at 4�C).

METHOD DETAILS

For list of buffers used, plasmids and mutagenesis see Supplemental information.

Molecular dynamics simulations
We performed atomistic MD simulations of the E. coli SecA monomer (ecSecA2VDA), and two independent simulations of ecSecA

dimers. In all simulations, we considered standard protonation for all titratable groups, i.e., Asp and Glu are negatively charged,

Arg and Lys, positively charged, and His groups are singly protonated. Simulation systems of the proteins in aqueous solution

were prepared using CHARMM-GUI(Jo and Kim, 2008; Jo et al., 2008); ions were added for charge neutrality.

To study the dynamics of the ecSecA2VDA monomer we used a coordinate snapshot from the NMR ensemble of SecA structures

(Gelis et al., 2007). E.coli SecA dimer models with a Wide-open PBD and a closed ATPase motor were generated by threading the

structure of the SecA monomer separately onto dimers of B. subtilis SecA (PDB ID: 1M6N) andM.tuberculosis PDB ID: 1NL3_1, two

of the dimeric conformations proposed as physiologically relevant (Gouridis et al., 2013), hereafter ecSecA1M6N and ecSecA1NL3_1.

The simulation systems for the SecA monomer and dimers contain in total 345,330 (ecSecA2VDA), 635,979 (ecSecA1M6N), and

666,629 atoms (ecSecA1NL3_1).

Interactions between atoms of the system were computed using the CHARMM 36 force field (Brooks et al., 1983; MacKerell et al.,

1998; MacKerell et al., 2004) with TIP3P water (Jorgensen et al., 1983). All simulations were performed with NAMD (Kalé et al., 1999;

Phillips et al., 2005) using a Langevin dynamics scheme (Feller et al., 1995; Martyna et al., 1994). Geometry optimization and an initial

25ps initial equilibration with velocity rescalingwere performedwith soft harmonic restraints; all harmonic restraints were switched off

for the production runs. Equilibration was performed in the NVT ensemble (constant number of particles N, constant volume V, and

constant temperature T), and all production runs in the NPT ensemble (constant pressure P) with isotropic pressure coupling. Equil-

ibration and the first 500ps of production runs were performed with an integration step of 1fs and all remaining production runs with a

multiple timestep integration scheme using 1fs for bonded forces, 2fs for short-range non-bonded, and 4fs for long-range electro-

statics. We used smooth-particle mesh Ewald summation for Coulomb interactions and a switch function between 10 and 12Å for

short-range real-space interactions.

H-bond graphs and long-distance conformational coupling
To characterize protein conformational dynamics and identify H-bond paths for long-distance conformational couplings we used al-

gorithms based on graph theory and centrality measures (Karathanou and Bondar, 2019).

Protein groups were considered as H-bonded when the distance between the hydrogen and the acceptor heavy atom, dHA,

is %2.5 Å. We computed H bonds between protein sidechains, and between protein sidechains and backbone groups. From

each simulation, we derived lists of H-bonded pairs and their interaction distances and constructed adjacency matrices. These

are binary matrices representing the H-bond interactions between groups (=1 if there is an H-bond connection between each

amino-acid pair in the protein, and 0 otherwise). Adjacency matrices allowed us compute H-bond graphs whose nodes (vertices)

are H-bonding residues, and edges, H-bonds.

For simplicity, we visualize H-bond networks by drawing unique lines between Ca atoms of pairs of residues that H-bond. These

lines are coloured according to the frequency, or occupancy, of H-bonding, defined as the percentage of the analysed trajectory

segment during which the two residues are H-bonded.

Using graphs, we monitored nodes and their possible interactions in the network and created clusters, i.e. paths of connected no-

des (Karathanou and Bondar, 2018, 2019). To find the shortest H-bonded pathways between SecA protein domains, we use the

Dijkstra’s algorithm (Cormen et al., 2009). The algorithm starts with an initial (source) and end node and finds the shortest pathway

between those nodes based on positive weights. Edge weight is 1 if there is an H-bond connection between each amino-acid pair in
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the protein during the simulation time used for analysis and 0 otherwise. A shortest path between two nodes has the least number of

intermediate nodes. We obtain the most frequently visited H-bond paths by inverting the H-bond frequencies and setting them as

positive weights in Dijkstra’s algorithm.

To identify groups important for connectivity within H-bond clusters, we computed the Betweenness Centrality (BC) (Freeman,

1977, 1979) and the Degree Centrality (DC) (Freeman, 1979) of each H-bonding amino acid residue. The BC of node n is given by

the number of shortest-distance paths that link any other two nodes (v1, v2) and pass via node n, divided by the total number of short-

est paths linking v1 and v2. BC of node n can be normalized by dividing its BC by the number of pairs of nodes in the graph not

including n. The DC (Freeman, 1977, 1979) of node n, equals the number of edges connecting to n. DC of node n can be normalized

by dividing its DC by the maximum possible edges to n (which is N-1, where N is the number of total nodes in the graph). For the

H-bond clusters computed here, high BC values indicate H-bonding residues that are part of many H-bond paths, whereas high

DC indicates high local H-bond connectivity.

Data analyses scripts were implemented in Tcl within VMD (Humphrey et al., 1996). Additional data processing was performed us-

ing MATLAB (Version R2017b, MathWorks). Unless specified otherwise, average values were computed from the last 200 ns of the

monomeric and last 100 ns of the dimeric SecA simulations.

Molecular cloning
Genes were cloned in the plasmid vectors listed in Table S5. Mutations were introduced on genes via the QuickChange Site-Directed

Mutagenesis protocol (Stratagene-Agilent) using the indicated vector and primers (see Table S5). Restriction enzymes and T4 DNA

Ligase were purchased from Promega. For PCR mutagenesis PFU Ultra Polymerase (Stratagene) was used; for gene amplification

either Expand High fidelity Polymerase (Roche) or PFU Ultra polymerase (Promega). DpnI was used to cleave the maternal methyl-

ated DNA (Promega). Primers (Table S6) were synthesized by Eurogentec (Belgium). All PCR-generated plasmids were sequenced

(Macrogen Europe). Plasmids were stored in DH5a cells.

Protein purification
SecA and derivativeswere expressed and purified as described (Gouridis et al., 2013; Papanikolau et al., 2007). In brief, proteins were

overexpressed in BL21 (DE3) cells and purified at 4�C, using home-made Cibacron-Blue resin (SepharoseTM CL-6B; GE healthcare)

followed by two consecutive gel filtration steps (HiLoad 26/600 Superdex 200 pg; GE healthcare), the first in buffer A (50mMTris-HCl,

pH 8.0, 1M NaCl), the second in buffer B (50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 50 mM NaCl), and stored in buffer C (50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0,

50 mMNaCl, 50% v/v glycerol) at -20�C. The His-tagged derivatives of SecA-D2 and proPhoA were purified as previously described

(Chatzi et al., 2017; Vandenberk et al., 2019) and stored in buffer C or D (buffer C with 6M urea) respectively. All proteins were purified

to >95% purity, as assessed by gel filtration chromatography and SDS-PAGE.

SecYEG-IMVs and derivatives were prepared as previously described (Lill et al., 1989, 1990) and stored at �80�C. SecY concen-

tration in these preparations was determined as described (Gouridis et al., 2013). All Sec translocase components and preprotein

preparations were tested in ATPase and in vitro preprotein translocation assays.

Fluorescent labeling of SecA and sample preparation for smFRET and PIE
His-SecA-D2 (10 nmol) in bufferH (50mMTris-HCl pH8.0, 50mMNaCl, 0.1mMEDTA)was treatedwith 10mMDTT (1 h; 4�C), diluted to

1 mL with buffer B and added immediately onto an anion exchange resin (Q resin; GE Healthcare; 0.2 mL; equilibrated in buffer H) and

incubated (5 min). The resin was subsequently washed twice with buffer H (2 x 5 mL). Alexa555-maleimide (Thermo Fisher Scientific,

50 nmol and Alexa647-maleimide (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 50 nmol) were dissolved in 5 mL DMSO. The dissolved dyeswere diluted in

1mLbuffer H and added onto the resin and incubated (under gentle agitation; 12 h; 4�C shielded from light). The resin waswashedwith

3 mL buffer H to remove excess of dyes and allowed to settle. Proteins were eluted with buffer I (600 ml; 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 1 M

NaCl, 0.1mM EDTA). Subsequently, analytical gel filtration (Superdex 200 Increase PC 10/300; GE Healthcare) was carried in buffer J

(50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 50 mM NaCl, 0.01mM EDTA) while recording the absorbance at 280 nm (protein), 555 nm (Alexa555), and

645 nm (Alexa647). The labeling ratio was estimated (>80%) based of the protein absorbance and fluorescent intensities and their cor-

responding extinction coefficient (ε) (εSecA = 75750 cm-1M-1, εAlexa555 = 158000 cm-1M-1 and εAlexa647 = 265000 cm-1M-1
)

To study the monomeric state of SecA and derivatives the concentration of the fluorescently labelled protein was kept at 50-100

pM; the dimeric state was generated upon addition of unlabelled SecA at 0.5-1.0 mM. Incubation with different partners (ADP, unla-

belled SecA, SecYEG embedded in IMVs and signal peptide) was performed at 4�C for 30min.

Single-molecule fluorescence microscopy and PIE
Single-molecule PIE experiments were performed at 20�C using the MicroTime 200 (Picoquant, Germany). Typical average laser

powers were 70 mW at 532 nm and 30 mW at 640 nm. Fluorescence emitted by diffusing molecules in solution at the focus was

collected by the same water objective (UPLSAPO 60x Ultra-Planapochromat, NA 1.2, Olympus), focused onto a 75 mm pinhole

and separated onto two Single-photon avalanche diodes (SPAD) with appropriate spectral filtering (donor channel: 582/64 BrightLine

HC (F37-082); acceptor channel: 690/70H Bandpass (F49-691); both AHF Analysentechnik).
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PIE data analysis
Analysis was performed as described (de Boer et al., 2019; Ploetz et al., 2016). Briefly, the stoichiometry S and apparent FRET ef-

ficiency E* were calculated for fluorescent bursts having at least 200 photons, to yield a two-dimensional histogram (Kapanidis et al.,

2004). Uncorrected FRET efficiency E* monitors the proximity between the two fluorophores via normalization of sensitized acceptor

emission to the total fluorescence of both fluorophores during green excitation. S is defined as the ratio between the overall green

fluorescence intensity over the total green and red fluorescence intensity and describes the ratio of donor-to-acceptor fluorophores

in the sample.

E � =
FðDAÞ

FðDAÞ+FðDDÞ S=
FðDDÞ+FðDAÞ

FðDAÞ+FðDDÞ+FðAAÞ
We used published procedures to identify bursts corresponding to single molecules (Eggeling et al., 2001). For this we used three

parameters characterizing the burst: total of L photons with M neighbouring photons within a time interval of Tmicroseconds. For the

data presented in this study, a dual-colour burst search (Nir et al., 2006), using parametersM= 35, T = 500 ms and L = 50, was applied.

Additional thresholding removed spurious changes in fluorescence intensity and selected for intense single-molecule bursts (all pho-

tons > 200 photons unless otherwise mentioned). E* and S values for each burst and thus for individual molecules were binned into a

two-dimensional histogram, where we selected donor-acceptor-containing sub-populations according to their intermediate S

values. The one-dimensional E* histograms were fitted with a mixture model of a variable number of Gaussian distributions (1-3).

In the fitting procedure the mean and the amplitude were derived from fitting, whereas the standard deviation was fixed or allowed

to vary over a small region defined from static DNA samples having attached fluorophores at specific positions (Figure S3). We used

the minimum number of distributions that fitted the experimental data, in which the mean value defines the apparent FRET value (E*)

and the amplitude the abundance of a conformational state.

Confocal scanning microscopy and data analysis
To gain information on possible conformational sampling of SecA at room temperature, we used the same home-built confocal mi-

croscope as described before (Gouridis et al., 2015). Surface scanning was performed using a XYZ-piezo stage with 100x100x20 mm

range (P-517-3CD with E-725.3CDA, Physik Instrumente). The detector signal was registered using a Hydra Harp 400 picosecond

event timer and a module for time-correlated single photon counting (both Picoquant). The data, e.g., time traces and scanning im-

ages, were extracted using ALEX suite custom software . Data were recorded with constant 532-nm excitation at an intensity of

0.5 mW. Surface immobilization was conducted using an anti-His antibody and established surface-chemistry protocols as described

(Gouridis et al., 2015).

Amide hydrogen/deuterium exchange mass spectrometry
HDX sample preparation: SecA and derivatives (see Supplementary material) were dialyzed overnight into buffer E (50 mM Tris-HCl

pH 8.0, 50mMKCl, 1 mMMgCl2, 1 mMDTT) and concentrated (�100 mM) using centrifugal filters (Vivaspin 500, Sartorius). In the apo

condition, the protein stock was diluted into aqueous buffer B at 1:5 ratio prior to dilution in D2O. For the ADP-bound state, SecA was

incubated with 20 mM nucleotide, prior to dilution into D2O (2 mM final nucleotide concentration in D exchange reaction). To monitor

SecA:proPhoA1-122 interactions, proPhoA1-122 (in Buffer D) was diluted in buffer E to a final concentration of 250 mM (0.2 M Urea),

immediately added to SecA at 1:10 ratio (SecA: proPhoA1-122) and incubated for 2 minutes prior to D exchange. For the

SecA:SecYEG state, IMVs were sonicated as described (Chatzi et al., 2017; Gouridis et al., 2010) and incubated with SecA at

1:1.5 (SecA:SecY) molar ratio, for 2 min on ice, prior to D exchange. All mutant proteins were handled similar to the wild type

ones and reactions were maintained at similar molar ratios.

D exchange reaction: Isotope labeling was carried out using lyophilized buffer F (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 50 mMKCl, 1 mMMgCl2,

4 mMZnSO4) reconstituted in 99.9%D2O (Euriso-top), with fresh TCEP [tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine] added at 2 mM. Buffer pHread

was adjusted to 8.0 using NaOD (Sigma). D exchange buffer was pre-incubated in a 30�C water bath, and the D exchange reaction

was initiated by diluting 200 pmol of protein into D2O buffer F at a 1:10 ratio (final D2O concentration 90%). Final concentration of

SecA was maintained at 4 mM in the D exchange reaction. Continuous labeling reaction was incubated for various time points (10

s, 30 s, 1 min, 2 min, 5 min, 10 min, 30 min and 48 h), primarily at 30�C. For D exchange experiments carried out at 18�C, fewer

time points were obtained (1 min, 5 min, 10 min, 30 min, 60 min).

Quenching: The D exchange reaction was quenched by the addition of pre-chilled quench buffer G (1.3% formic acid, 4 mM

TCEP, 1 mg/mL fungal protease XIII) at a 1:1 ratio (final pH of 2.5), and incubated (4�C; 2 min). In samples containing SecYEG

IMVs, the reaction was centrifuged at 20000 x g for 90 s on a benchtop cooled centrifuge (Eppendorf), the supernatant containing

SecA peptides was collected and immediately injected into the LC-MS system. 100 pmol of SecA was injected into a

nanoACQUITY UPLC System with HDX technology (Waters, UK) coupled to a SYNAPT G2 ESI-Q-TOF mass spectrometer. For

enhanced peptide coverage, SecA was digested in 2 steps, first with fungal protease XIII (Sigma) (Wowor et al., 2014) at the

quench step, and subsequently online digestion on a home-packed immobilized pepsin (Sigma) cartridge (2 mm x 2 cm, Idex),

at 16�C. The resulting peptides were loaded and trapped onto a VanGuard C18 Pre-column, (130 Å, 1.7 mm, 2.1 x 5 mm, Waters)

at 100 mL/min for 3 min using 0.23% (v/v) formic acid. Peptides were subsequently separated on a C18 analytical column (130 A�,
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1.7 mm, 1 x 100 mm, Waters) at 40 mL/min. UPLC separation (solvent A: 0.23% v/v formic acid, solvent B: 0.23% v/v formic acid

in acetonitrile) was carried out using a 12 min linear gradient (5-50% solvent B). At the end, solvent B was raised to 90% for 1 min

for column cleaning. Peptide trapping-desalting and separation were performed at 2�C. The MS parameters were as follows: capil-

lary voltage 3.0 kV, sampling cone voltage 20 V, extraction cone voltage 3.6 V, source temperature 80�C, desolvation gas flow 500

L/h at 150�C. Full deuteration controls were obtained by incubating SecA in buffer F containing 6M Urea-d4 (98% D, Sigma) over-

night at room temperature. D-uptake (%) was calculated using the full deuteration control D-uptake values. Deuterium/Protium

back exchange values for our instrumental set up was calculated to be between 20-45% depending on peptide composition.

These values are consistent with previously reported studies using similar instrumental set ups (Walters et al., 2012). The data

has not been corrected for back exchange and is represented either as absolute D values or as a percent of the full deuteration

control (Wales et al., 2013).

Peptide identification and HDX data analysis
Peptide identification was carried out using 100 pmol of protein diluted in protiated buffer F. The sample was quenched as described

above and analysed in the MSE acquisition mode in a nanoACQUITY UPLC System with HDX technology (Waters, UK) coupled to a

SYNAPT G2 ESI-Q-TOF mass spectrometer over the m/z range 100-2,000 Da. The collision energy was ramped from 15 to 35 V.

Other instrument parameters were as described above. Peptide identification was performed using ProteinLynx Global Server

(PLGS v3.0.1, Waters, UK) using the primary sequence of SecA or derivatives as a search template. Peptides were individually as-

sessed for accurate identification and were only considered if they had a signal to noise ratio above 10 and a PLGS score above 7.5.

Further, peptides were only considered if they appeared in 3 out of 5 replicate runs for each protein. Data analysis was carried out

using DynamX 3.0 (Waters, Milford MA) software to compile and process raw mass spectral data and generate centroid values to

calculate relative deuteration values.

Binding of MANT-ADP to the SecA subunit of the translocase
Binding of MANT-ADP to the ATPase motor of SecA results in a strong increase in fluorescence intensity due to the hydrophobic

environment within the nucleotide binding cleft (Galletto et al., 2000). Fluorescence intensity was measured on a Cary Eclipse fluo-

rimeter (Agilent) at fixed wavelengths lex= 356 nm and lem= 450 nm. Excitation slit was at 2.5 nm and emission slit was at 5 nm. All

experiments were carried out in 1 mL of buffer K (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8, 50 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl2). MANT-ADP was maintained at

1 mM. 1 mM of SecA/SecYEG:SecA was added at t=30 sec and fluorescence intensity was monitored for 5 min. In ADP chase

experiments, 2 mM of cold ADP was added at t= 90 sec and fluorescence was monitored till t= 5 min. Data are presented as

an average of 3 replicate measurements. Fluorescent measurement graphs were smoothened using cubic spline smoothening

(GraphPad Prism 5).

Miscellaneous
Structural analysis was performed and movies were generated using Pymol (https://pymol.org/) and sequence conservation was

visualized onto the structure using Consurf (Ben Chorin et al., 2020). Affinity determination of SecA and/or proPhoA for the translo-

case, SecA ATPase activity, in vivo proPhoA and PhoA translocation, in vitro proPhoA translocation, SecA activation energy deter-

mination, in vivo SecA complementation were as described (Chatzi et al., 2011; Gouridis et al., 2009, 2010, 2013).

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Quantification and statistical analysis for FRET data
Statistical analysis was performed with Origin software version 2018 (OriginLab), Matlab R2014b (MathWorks). FRET histograms

were fitted with a Gaussian mixture model with a restricted standard deviation (see method details section for details). The data

(means and the amplitudes) correspond to mean of 3-5 repeated experiments (i.e. independent protein purification and labelled

sample).

HDX-MS data interpretation and visualization
D exchange experiments were carried out in technical triplicates for most conditions (details in Table S3), and experiments were per-

formed over multiple days to control for day-to-day instrument variation. Further, SecA apo data were obtained from 3 separate pro-

tein purifications (biological triplicates) and data was compared to check for any biological or technical variability. All spectra were

individually inspected and manually curated to ensure accurate centroid calculations. Maximum errors between replicate runs were

found to be ±0.15 Da with most errors within ±0.08 Da, thus a difference of ± 0.5 Da between peptides from different states was

considered significant (Houde et al., 2011). Comparison between different states of SecA was carried out by considering one state

as the control and the other as the test state. D-uptake values were first converted to %D values (as a percentage of 100% deuter-

ation control). %D values of the control state were subtracted from the test state. Positive values indicated increased dynamics and

negative values indicated decreased dynamics in the test state compared to the control state. Comparison between states was car-

ried out only on the same peptide and time point obtained from different states. A significant difference in D-uptake in a peptide be-

tween two states was identified if it satisfied 2 criteria: a. > ± 0.5 Da absolute difference in deuterium exchange (Houde et al., 2011),
e6 Structure 29, 846–858.e1–e7, August 5, 2021
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and b. >10% difference in % D values between the 2 states. A peptide was considered different in dynamics if 1 or more time points

showed significant differences in D-uptake between 2 compared states. Differences observed within 5 min of D exchange were

weighted with greater importance as these time points are hypothesized to monitor the determinants of sub-second domain motions

(as determined by smFRET). The peptides that showed significant differences were further classified into those with minor and major

differences based on difference in % exchange between the two states; differences between 10%-20%were considered minor and

differences > 20% were considered major changes.
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